EA reported in Table I were slightly miscalculated. Corrected versions of Table I and Fig. 3͑a͒ are presented below. Individual values are reported in the corrected Supporting Information.
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The corrected dRPA G2-1 MAE is in excellent agreement with Ref. 1. The corrected SOSEX G2-1 MAE is nearly 50% better than dRPA, supporting the conclusions of Ref. 2. Finally, the corrected dRPA and SOSEX IP and EA improve by 40%-50%, giving results comparable to the best long-range-corrected hybrids. These corrections do not change the main points of the paper, but do further reinforce the good performance of full-range SOSEX relative to dRPA.
We thank John Perdew for pointing out the discrepancies between our reported G2-1 atomization energies and Ref. 1, as well as Filipp Furche and Xinguo Ren for their kind support in providing benchmark values to detect this error.
